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Bovine Elite is well known in the cattle
industry for their customer service and
knowledgeable staff. On any given day Carl
Rugg, owner of Bovine Elite, LLC can be
found on the phone answering questions.
“There are some days that we call
ourselves ‘Bovine Elite - Information Station’
because dissemination of information
related to our business is so important,”
Rugg said.
No matter what the question, Rugg or
his staff is always ready to take the time
to help, as he believes customer service
and education are the keys to his longtime
success. Clients’ inquiries can cover a
variety of topics from how to ship semen
internationally to mating decisions to AI
techniques. No matter what the question or
topic, Rugg and his staff are there to help.
Because of his past, Rugg is a natural
teacher. He ended up in the “bull business”
by default. As a young man in college, he
actually wanted to be a veterinarian.
In the early 70’s he received a bachelor’s
degree from Cornell University in Animal
Science, working on his pre-requisites for
Vet School. He then decided to pursue a
master’s degree in Reproductive Physiology
at Colorado State University prior to
attending vet school. This is when his career
course began to change.
At Colorado State University, Rugg worked
in a program where the majority of his work
was focused on bovine reproduction and
semen technology.
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“I had every intention of attending vet
school when I finished my Master’s degree at
Colorado State. But when I started working
with the bulls I just found I really enjoyed
what I was doing and was fortunate enough
to have a talent for this type of work,”
explains Rugg.
Shortly after graduation in 1976, Rugg
moved to Texas and started working with
Dr. Cardwell at Elgin Breeding Service.
“I could not have asked for a better first
job,” states Rugg. “I knew my way around
the laboratory and the aspects of semen
technology from my work at Colorado State,
but I received some valuable information
concerning the Texas cattle business from
Dr. Cardwell.”
While employed at Elgin Breeding
Service, Rugg updated the semen processing
procedures and assisted Dr. Cardwell at the
new EBS Facility. His talent and hard work did
not go unnoticed, and Rugg was soon hired
back to Colorado by Ankony Genetic Center, a
subsidiary of Occidental Petroleum.
As Production Manager for Ankony
Genetic Center, Rugg had a variety of duties,
including bull procurement, the care and
housing of the bulls, semen processing
procedures and sales and marketing.
These experiences would all serve him
well later in life when he started his own
business, Bovine Elite.
Rugg worked in Colorado from 1978
to 1985. The cooler summers in Colorado
worked well for the semen collection

business. Rugg gained a real following with
customers from the southern states. They
would send their Brangus and Brahman
cattle to Colorado to be collected in the
summer and found the services Rugg
provided to be outstanding.
Again, Rugg’s talent and hard work did
not go unnoticed and he moved once again
to Texas, this time to the College Station
area for Granada Corporation. He was asked
by Ray Record to build and design a bull stud
facility and he was eager to tackle the job.
“We cleared ground in September 1985
on the 180-acre property in Wheelock,
Texas for a modern semen collection facility
capable of housing 40 bulls. By March of
1986 we were ready to move our first bulls
into Granada Sire Services and by the end of
the month we were full,” says Rugg. Those
were exciting times for the cattle business
and certainly for the opportunities this new
facility presented.
This opened the next chapter in Rugg’s
education. He learned what it took to create
a Sire Directory, became more involved in
advertising for the business, marketing and
development of new business and learned
more about international cattle business.
“We started teaching AI Clinics, with the
help of professionals at ABS, Global.” These
clinics were well received and remain part of
Rugg’s business model to this day.
Rugg traveled extensively to South
America and Central America for Granada
Corporation. Granada was developing new

international markets with Brangus and
Simbrah cattle. Part of this development
process included setting up a laboratory
for semen collection and embryo transfer
in Paraguay. Business interactions such as
those in Paraguay enabled Rugg to meet
many people and make a lot of friends in the
international cattle community.
In 1991 Granada closed all their divisions.
With the momentum that Granada Sire
Services had, Rugg decided to continue
the business, particularly the sales and
marketing of bovine semen and related AI
equipment, the education of cattlemen and
international sales. Bovine Elite, LLC was
incorporated in late 1991 and is one of the
few independent businesses of its kind.
Rugg bought the “rolling assets” including
the semen storage tanks and moved his “herd”
of cattle from the stalls at Granada into a
more simplified business model. “By moving
the herd of bulls that we had been caring
for physically at Granada to just keeping all
the semen and embryos in tanks in a rented
warehouse, I was able to focus my business
plan,” explains Rugg. “I was able to take my
elite herd of frozen semen and embryos, move
it to College Station, bathe it in liquid nitrogen
every day, and offer the service that my clients
were accustomed to, feeding and caring for
their frozen genetic inventory.”
Many of the clients Rugg had worked with
at Granada were interested in continuing
their business relationship with Rugg and

Bovine Elite was off and running.
In 1994, after only three years of being in
business for himself, Rugg was able to buy
property and built a facility that suited all
his needs. The current facility for Bovine
Elite is an office, warehouse for frozen
storage of semen and embryos in large
liquid nitrogen tanks, storage for all the
AI equipment that Rugg sells, as well as a
classroom for his famous AI Clinics.
The AI Clinics are attended by a variety of
people, from AI technicians that need to get
re-certified, full-time ranchers, part-time
cattlemen, young people that want to work
on a ranch, to retired folks that love working
with cattle now that they have time.
Bovine Elite’s AI clinics are not just about
teaching AI; they are a total management
program. “I believe that it is important we
provide a well-rounded education when people
attend our clinics,” states Rugg. “We want our
clients to leave at the end of the week with a total
management view of an AI Program, not just
the skills needed to conduct the AI work on their
own. We bring in a variety of specialists for the
classroom phase of the clinic.”
Lectures from experts in Reproductive
Physiology such as Dr. Charles Looney of
Ovagenix and Dr. Kyle Stutts from Sam
Houston State University provide current
information on cattle synchronization.
Wyman Poe of Bovine Elite talks about sire
selection EPDs. Dr. L.R. Sprott, a TAMU
Extension Reproductive Specialist provides

information on a variety of topics including
anatomy and physiology, heifer management,
culling practices as well as other matters
relating to bovine reproduction.
Other specialists students will see in the
classroom include Penny Miller, the owner
of Cattle Max who offers an excellent way to
keep cattle records, Todd Huebner of Merial
who will discuss parasite control in relation
to overall herd health, while Dr. John
Davidson and Andrew Thomas of Novartis
will discuss vaccines, general herd health
and reproductive diseases.
Carl Rugg will also be in the classroom
discussing the advantages of Progeny Proven
Bulls, the use and care of your AI Equipment,
cattle facilities, ordering and shipping
semen and Heat Detection. Students receive
a complete management course in a very
short period of time.
During each of the four days, two to three
hours are devoted to the practical portion of
the clinic. Students drive to a nearby ranch,
where they get hands-on or more precisely
gloves-on experience.
“We will provide 70 plus cows per clinic,
and students get fresh cattle every day to
work with,” Rugg said. “We are with them
every step of the way. We ensure safety of
both the students and the cattle, and we
make sure the students have a successful
experience when working with the cattle.”
Once the clinic is over students can get
all their AI equipment needs filled right
at Bovine Elite. If they need something as
simple as gloves are as large a ticket item as a
semen tank, Bovine Elite can fill the order.
Another aspect of his business that Rugg
is proud of is his website. It is yet another
tool available so clients can make educated
breeding decisions. “We were one of the first
in our industry to have a website. We feel
like it is a great tool to allow people to get the
information they need about the bulls that we
offer,” explains Rugg. “The website is updated
constantly and much of the information can
be changed from our office immediately.
Our website provides another avenue to
communicate with our clients, discuss
breeding options and capture sales.”
Rugg is also proud of his Sire Directory,
which is updated annually. “Some people still
like to have the hard copy in their hand to look
at and decide what bulls they want to use,”
Rugg said. “So we will continue to print our
Sire Directory as long as there is a demand for
it. It is a major project for our office each year,
but we are always excited to mail it and pleased
with the response it creates.”
No matter what type of bovine-related
information a person may be looking for,
Rugg and his friendly staff are always ready
to help. Whether a person is new to the
cattle industry or a long-time rancher, the
Bovine Elite team is more than happy to be
of assistance in any way they can.
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